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A close examination of L.M. Montgomery's Anne of Green Gables reveals her process
of envisioning and creating her first and best-known novel. Eight hundred forty-four
pages of handwritten text, including some 500 notes Montgomery added to the main
text, comprise the115-year-old manuscript. Some of the additions and changes
Montgomery made to the main text will be highlighted. For instance, what were the
first changes Montgomery made to the manuscript? How did she change the
narrative in Chapter 16 to allow enough time for Diana to become inebriated on
currant wine? What famous lines in the novel were “afterthoughts,” added to the
main text later? What was Montgomery's coding method used to indicate the
addition of notes to the original version of the text? Which chapter has the most
added notes? How does the manuscript differ from the published version? Slides will
illustrate these additions and changes,showing relevant pages from the manuscript
itself (most of which have never been published before or even seen by anyone
except for a few scholars).
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